INTRODUCTION
Literature on the law of commercial arbitration regularly reflects the difficulty to adequately assess the myriad reality of cross border commercial transactions in relationship to traditional conceptions of legal enforcement. While empirical evidence of arbitration regimes and the seemingly eternal dispute over the legal quality of the law merchant or lex mercatoria 1 as such set the stage for any inquiry into the subject, this particular background makes it an ever more difficult task for lawyers to understand and to master the challenges posed by the self-regulatory mechanisms in international commerce. The dynamics of transnational networks of production and distribution 2 implies the need for flexible legal instruments to meet the demands of economic actors. 3 Yet, the fundamentally intricate question put to the law remains what these demands are in fact. In the attempt to translate phenomena of transnational contracting, international infrastructure building and border crossing service delivery into a legal form, lawyers are tempted to mobilize the very assumptions that have historically accompanied private law regulation in the nation states, risking, thus, to forego the particular nature of transnational commercial self-regulation. The claim to legal security as a base-necessity for efficient contracting is being extended to an area of "regulation by consensus" 4 where legal enforcement, involving plaintiffs, defendants, a judiciary and a sophisticated system of enforcing the court's judgement is, at least to some degree, replaced by softer means of private ordering. While, on the one hand, the particular dynamic 1 See the discussion in K.-P. Berger nature of transnational commercial transactions is seen as prompting a different legal take on regulation, the intuitive answers, on the other, are still strongly connected with a nation state's provision of a statutory system of legal enforcement, granting stability and regularity to commercial players. It still remains questionable whether this commercial practice renders law based in the nation State futile as is sometimes suggested with reference to the merchants' need for different legal yard sticks than those provided by traditional commercial legal rules and private international law.
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What emerges, however, from the work on lex mercatoria is the clear and convincing message that the application of traditional assumptions regarding litigation and enforcement of legal rules may prove inadequate with regard to commercial practice where actors often agree ex ante not to bring a future case "home" before a national court but, instead, arrange an arbitration procedure for the settlement of eventual disputes or the modification of contractual provisions. These agreements are concluded with an often quite implicit and tacit understanding of the governing body of law. What parties to an arbitration agreement seem to be primarily concerned with is the availability of a workable and reliable conflict resolution mechanism. While this "privatization" of legal conflict resolution appears to many as reflective of the traditional law's alleged uselessness for their needs, the rules that govern commercial arbitration are to some degree provided for by statutory law makers, because national legislatures competitively try to invite arbitrators and their connected business to their territory. And where the law merchant itself is portrayed as ultimately "autonomous", this indeed rather ambivalent claim cannot cover up the fact that the law of the lex mercatoria has also grown out of long experiences with both commercial practice and material/procedural law formed within the nation State. The following article inevitably partakes in the already abundant and unceasing lex mercatoria debate but attempts to resituate the various claims made by practitioners and academics in the context of the broader question of how exactly the law ought to react to transnational commerce and the emergence of diverse forms of self-regulation. After a reconstruction of lex mercatoria against the background of traditional understandings of legal enforcement clashing with contemporary assessments of a "de-nationalized world", drastically changing the ways of governments to intervene (II), the next step will be to revisit the structural changes that long have altered governance possibilities within the nation states themselves (III). The gradual shift from public ordering to processes of self-regulation which characterizes today's most developed states tells a story of changed, not of lost statehood. In this light, the often sold description of a commerce's law of its own right appears less progressive than we would assume (IV).
Instead, the defence of an autonomous law merchant can be seen as merely replicating what have been pressing issues of democratic governance in a heterarchic polity all along. While globalisation rightly suggests the outdatedness of conceptions of "state and society" to define competences and the demarcation of politics and market, the critique of this bi-polar juridical world view started a long time ago. The contemporary search for new forms of governance, of which the debate around lex mercatoria is but an example 6 , should not make us blind to the lessons on public and private ordering learned in the nation state. If a conception of rights is to be rescued from the deathbed of the traditional nation state, then the learning experiences made within its confines are well worth considering in light of the pressing legitimacy needs of emerging institutions and polities. 
II. THE MYSTERY OF COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION
'Perhaps (...) the three arbitrators, like hundreds of international arbitrators before them, did not realize that they were applying lex mercatoria. But I believe the decision was correct -legally and mercantilely -as was confirmed by its acceptance by both parties.' 8 The law of international -or, focusing on the fact of border crossing in the legal practice to be considered here, transnational -arbitration 9 presents itself in many respects as a myth 10 , an undeniable and promising, but also 6 See, e.g., Chr heavily controversial, mystery and riddle which, though it already belongs to tomorrow, must unremittingly be resolved using today's means. The unbureaucratic, efficient settlement of disputes outside of a grey courtroom, and in principle without costly, time-consuming paper wars, seems to argue in favour of arbitration law, as does the fact that many of the great legal disputes involve such a large number of varied parties that concentrating the object of dispute before a single national court seems impractical to many internationally active lawyers and enterprises. At the same time, arbitration law is still associated with the notion that here, as it were without external influence, all those involved can find satisfactory solutions.
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There is an associated awe-inspiring aura surrounding those arbitrators whom the economic titans trust more than they do professional judges in the States of this world.
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But how do things stand with the legal nature of this arbitration law? What does its practice mean for the selfperception of national legal and procedural systems? And a yet more important question: what does it mean for the mode of institutionalising a transnational system of protection of rights as one of the central pillars of an economic society becoming established beyond the nation State, internationally and supranationally? The example taken here of transnational arbitration is intended to enable phenomena of transnational production of law to be studied against the background of traditional national and legal cultures, in two ways: first, by empirically noting and describing the phenomena and contrasting them with procedures and institutions familiar from the nation State; second, by studying learning experiences in the area of justice and dispute settlement accumulated in the context of national legal and social systems, which authoritatively stamp our perception and evaluation of transnational legal institutions and actors. It is questionable whether the nation State can be understood as the sole possible and presumably solely desirable framework for conceptualizing law and governance, autonomy and control. But, does the rise of transnational and supranational institutions mean the end of the (nation) State and the regulatory forms associated with it, or ought we, instead, start by assuming a fundamental change in statehood itself? An understanding of these changes 13 
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Berger supra note 1, 24 like Ernst Kramer, sees the 'privatization of the formation of law' as a 'paradigm shift in international law'; for further observations on these privatizations, see the references in Berger op. cit., 25 note 101. 12
For an impressive legal sociological description of these circles, see Yves Dezalay and Bryant G. Among others, the reticence of many lawyers from the English-speaking world vis-à-vis the lex mercatoria, felt to be too vague and uncertain, fueled attempts in the 1980's to reach a clearer formalization of international arbitration law, while more recent developments seem to reflect a counter-movement. 19 The importance of transnational arbitration law for economic transactions 20 at least suggests taking a methodological approach to this complex melange of differently situated sources of law. As Emmanuel Gaillard recently proposed, attention should go not so much to the content of the lex mercatoria as to its sources. 21 Gaillard wishes in so doing to slice through the knot in the debate on lex mercatoria. The focus on the legal quality of the lex mercatoria regularly leads to disputes of principle as to the possibility of law existing outside the norms set by nation States, thereby shifting the view to the norm-setting activities undertaken by transnational actors. At the same 16 See time, however, the danger threatens here of seeing 'law' in every economic agreement, thus attributing to the economic transaction a legitimacy that could as a consequence immunize it against all legal and political criticism. Whether we should, however, reject the stress on this autonomous legal system, on the ground that it is indeed heavily oriented to the regulatory pattern of the 'market', thereby inviting an ultimately rather too wholesale reproach of 'laissez-faire liberalism,' has to be doubted. For it is the undeniable experience of arbitrators that the legal treatment of a matter involving a complex multilateral consortium agreement among international actors has to be approached with much finer machinery in terms of legal facts and legal theory than a local car-sale contract -quite irrespective of laissez-faire.
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And still, lex mercatoria appears more like a myriad mixture of legal sources than as a cleary constructed legal pyramid. Rightly, Gaillard points to the peculiar choice of law taken by the parties to the arbitration agreement. This choice characterizes to a great degree the lex mercatoria, as actors continually take over elements of various legal systems into their agreement, in a constant search for the most appropriate regulation, which is itself often enough a reflection of national legal adjustments to these special requirements.
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Seen in this light, the autonomy of lex mercatoria consists less in the alleged free-floating of legal rules and principles but, instead in the parties' autonomous selection of the law.
Codification or Application
One of the important questions behind this is how this selection process actually takes place. In other words, the question is whether the sources which eventually fuse into the law governing the arbitration agreementwhether or not we wish to call this lex mercatoria -is found in texts such as collections and 'lists' of norms for transnational economic transactions, or in a specific mode of application of law itself, i.e. in its practice? While the reference to individual, confined lists drew criticism for being unsatisfactory in view of the many-faceted, extremely mobile legal practice of the lex mercatoria, differentiated, lengthy lists might have brought a turnaround. But, now the ensuing question is whether there can still at all be any as it were 'free-floating' law of the lex mercatoria, 24 say outside of the UNIDROIT principles finally adopted in 1994. 25 The focus on codified law 22 See Even though a clear gain in flexibility cannot be denied, the anti-codificatory approach seems fairly defenseless against the danger of the power of arbitral judges who face little or no review and may develop the governing rules through recourse to the 'furthest possible' dissemination of a favoured legal principle, meanwhile rejecting allegedly national 'idiosyncrasies'. 27 It may be attractive in this connection to believe that '(customary) law has after all to start somewhere'. Yet it remains doubtful whether this sort of foundation of law can be justified in light of the existing nationally set framework conditions, which provide for a certain, albeit limited correction of the arbitration ruling.
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On the other hand, there may be no salvation in the law of the lists either, given that the hermeneutic circle starts anew again every time these lists appear as contradictory.
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In contrast, a constant 'updating' 30 of the lists, or else the 'extension' of their applicatory reach through so-called 'opening-up clauses', may lead to an incorporation of new regulatory principles building, e.g., on comparative law and sociology of law findings. 31 But, in the end, this would involve the law of commercial arbitration much more in a struggle over methods of interpretation than might be desired.
The Return of Thibaut and Savigny
This debate could be continued. But for the question raised it at any rate suffices once more to point out that we are dealing here, as if under a 26 In this sense, Gaillard, Transnational Law (supra note 21), 56 ff.; Berger (supra note 1), 71 f., points to the internal reference to arbitration case law by contrast with the adducing of decisions of national courts. 27
Gaillard, Transnational Law (supra note 21), 57. 28
Which is why, for instance, the UNCITRAL model law, with its obligation on the arbitrator to link up with national law, while retaining the possibility to refer to the lex mercatoria, is aimed at avoiding arbitrary decisions. Cf. Berger (supra note 1), 77 f. 29
To be sure, another possibility is the one chosen by Lowenfeld, Lex Mercatoria (supra note 8), 89, a quasi-personal list of ten principles which, criticized for its brevity, brought the answer that the Ten Commandments and the Bill of Rights were no longer. At any rate, the opposition set up between codification and method can scarcely be satisfactory today. 33 For the attempt of setting codification upon a broader, qualitatively better foundation of legitimation in recourse on general principles (of law), has lost much trust. The theory, embraced by Jürgen Habermas, of a deliberative foundation of democratic practice, with the aim of transcending the interest conflicts of a heterogeneous pluralistic society into deliberative practices of a civil society, 34 in turn builds upon the existence of a 'culture of conflict ', 35 the structural features of which can no longer be found on the ThibautSavigny map. In practice, admittedly, this justificatory discourse today takes the shape of autonomous norm-setting contexts in which the standards are experimentally developed in continually refined procedures of law-finding as a discovery procedure, while -at the same time -in turn being questioned and reviewed. 
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In the light of the far-reaching regulatory empowerments to incorporate an arbitration agreement into a contract, here it would seem that private autonomy and self-determination are alone to the fore. If the arbitration agreement is regarded as bindingly committing the parties to the procedural form and the legal recourses, then the conclusion of an arbitration agreement is, however, also associated with considerable regulatory obligations. From this viewpoint, the classification of arbitration as part of the regulatory sphere of private autonomy, which might otherwise seem obvious, again becomes doubtful.
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For the choice of procedural law, dispute-settlement rules and procedures now look more like a part of the active shaping of a system of law valid for a particular period of time and sphere of life. At the same time, because of the equating of the arbitration ruling with a judgment having legal force ( § 1055 German Civil Procedure Act -"ZPO"), the ruling can be reviewed or suspended by a national court (though admittedly only on the narrow preconditions of § 1059 II ZPO). Furthermor, there is the possibility of having the ruling nationally enforced ( § 1060 f. ZPO).
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These framework conditions do not, however, alter the self-regulatory core of private autonomy that characterizes commercial arbitration, unfolding indeed a great density of regulation brought about by the parties themselves. Choosing the substantive and procedural law makes , comparable to that of national judges, with a certain degree of reservation. Likewise claims should be evaluated against the experiential background of nationally rooted, constitutionally underpinned legal systems that continuously undergo further differentiation. This is, however, to be understood as being neither an expression of hope for a complete correspondence between national implementation of law and transnational arbitral jurisdiction, nor that the like would at all be desirable. The point is instead to allow for a critical assessment of the evaluative criteria being brought to bear for each of the legal spheres.
Quis Judicabit? The Rule-of-Law in Relation to Commercial Arbitration
Limited judicial review of tribunal decisions provides arbitral awards with an autonomy that underlines the bindingness of the arbitration for the parties. At the same time, it positively confirms the system of arbitration law and strengthens it from within. 43 Certainly, from a skeptical point of view, this provokes the occasionally voiced critizism of commercial arbitration being somewhat 'lawless' 44 , at least from those legal circles that wish to resist the carving out of conflict settlement procedures from structures of 'judicial' conflict resolution. 45 Here, the often claimed advantages of arbitration threaten to turn into their opposite. "By choosing the lex mercatoria the 41 Cf. the provision in § 1030 I ZPO, dropping the link in the old law between eligibility for arbitration and eligibility for compromise in favour instead of a distinction between property and non-property claims. parties oust the technicalities of national legal systems and they avoid rules which are unfit for international contract. Thus they escape peculiar formalities, brief cut-off periods, and some of the difficulties created by domestic laws (...).
[T]hose involved in the proceedings -parties, counsel and arbitrators -plead and argue on an equal footing; nobody has the advantage of having the case pleaded and decided by his own law and nobody has the handicap of seeing it governed by a foreign law."
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The possible pros and cons for and against commercial arbitration are easy to mobilize, the array of procedural law based considerations we might wish to unfold against the intransparency threat enshrined in commercial arbitration is waiting to make itseld heard. Allegedly positive elements such as procedural brevity, reliability, purposiveness and the special knowledge of the arbitrator 47 can awaken, from the viewpoint of constitutionally protected procedural law, the impression of the arbitration mechanisms' failure to incorporate such procedural principles as formality, publicity and reviewability.
Self-regulation and the State
If however, we consider these opposed standpoints in light of the ongoing changes of traditional forms of statehood towards a higher degree of societal self-regulation, but also of international cooperation and interaction, the observation presents itself quite differently: we then are inclined to ask whether the law of commercial arbitration merely accompanies these changes or whether it reflects an ongoing search for more varied and differentiated forms of governance. Here two views are of particular importance. One relates to the development of national competitive States distinguished by engaging, together with their institutions, in a race for reregulation and de-regulation, with the object of adapting to allegedly successful trends towards global convergence. Due to the absence of an elaboration of this theory's connection to the issue of commercial arbitration, it is difficult to assess the distinctive place of arbitration in this theoretical framework. Promising research will, however, have to engage in further investigating the adaptation processes of national law to transnational commercial transactions, hereby unfolding a spectrum of inquiry that specifically asks for the role of law in relationship to and within emerging forms of commercial practice as examples of societal self-regulation. In this light, a decisive analytical focus overarches these opposed interpretations, allowing us -for now -to leave aside the convergence/divergence debate and, meanwhile, to see as it were below these just mentioned levels of perception: this analysis starts from (and ends with) the strong, even if qualitatively changed, presence of the State. 'Bringing the State back in' has long been the formula describing the dialectical movement in which the Welfare State retreats to the setting of framework conditions in order first to enable and to promote contextual autonomy, mainly by allowing for a learning confrontation of 'reflexive law' with social environments 50 , but on the other hand comes back to monitoring it through detailed subsequent review. 51 An international competition for the best arbitration system might thus have two kinds of effects. On the one hand, there might be a re-nationalization and re-localization of legal disputes. On the other, it has to be seen whether or not the self-regulatory requirements of transnational law are ultimately strong enough to influence the competing national adjustment efforts at the best arbitration system in the direction of lex mercatoria and its actors. 
The differentiation of Lex Mercatoria
Christian Joerges
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, in contrasting authors like Gentinetti and Kronstein, identifies the critical shortcomings inherent to any attempt to 'understand' lex mercatoria in closest connection and mimicry to the commercial practice out of which it is believed to grow. Whereas Kronstein admittedly saw commercial arbitration as highlighting the relationship between law and economic power 54 , an author like Gentinetti is exclusively concerned with as comprehensive and exhaustive as possible a portrayal of the arbitration system as an undeniable phenomenon of transnational law. But, by tryingas Gentinetti does -to legally embrace the specific features "proper" to international economic transactions, law's very validity claim might be put into question. In counterposing Gentinetti's and Kronstein's approaches, Joerges can thus unfold the fundamental legitimacy questions which arise in connection with the increasing importance of transnational private law. Involved on both sides are pressing questions of the emergence, functions and validity conditions of law and political organization.
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The worldwide development of legal principles and specialized procedures and institutions 58 points towards a noteworthy repetition of struggles within national legal systems. The fragmentation and differentiation of formal law, its reshaping and materialization by legal policy programming, and finally the further development in specific areas of legal principles in constant need of adaptation impressively reflect the learning experiences of law, which are continuing into the present.
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The unity of law 60 as a formula for hope can in these circumstances no longer be understood as an appropriate description of the legal system, but at most as a forever fought-over depiction of a past paradigm of law. 63 , are making the presumed boundary between formally made 'law' and otherwiseproduced norms and rules seem ever more questionable. If the gaze crosses State frontiers, it lights upon similar developments. And specifically the legal-sociology research trend of legal pluralism has made clear the difficulty of depicting the law of transnational actors on our accustomed pattern, which counts as law only what was produced by an institutionalized normsetting body. 64 Against this background, a special importance attaches to the phenomena of differing transnational legal, but also political, economic and cultural, developments, since they might convey a clearer picture of the structural requirements and regulatory needs arising with the internationalization and globalization of politics and the economy. 65 Transnational law is thus teaching us, while still in the process of emerging, something about its own necessity and the hard-to-follow architecture of global law and global governance. The descriptions occasionally to be found of an ideal world order as a 'world State' 66 , and the conceptions, recently enjoying a This translation ought admittedly to be interrupted by another piece of translation. Thus, one way out of the trap of the transferability of national law into international and transnational social relations might lie in a turn away from an approach based on normative action theory. Thus, instead of complaining about the absence of international consolidation, still less integration, one might, with Luhmann, Die Politik der Gesellschaft (supra note 66) and Joerges, Rechtssystem (supra note 14), 559 note 54, direct the focus towards the areas of expectation, i.e. those functional spheres in which formations of standards and rules through learning take place. The question whether identity formations can adequately be addressed in the context of hopes for (EU and other) integration says more about the wealth of prerequisites underlying these integration concepts. For a proposal to reformulate this question using categories of contractual, constitutional and expectational contexts, cf. Zumbansen, Spiegelungen von "Staat und Gesellschaft" (supra note **), 37 ff. framework for a market thought of as healthy and capable of comprehensive self-regulation is what threatens. The theoretical embrace of a concept of 'world society' proposed by Niklas Luhmann as long as thirty years ago has nothing in common with the transfer of free-market ideologies to the global level. Instead of a tacit transfer of nationally learned political patterns to world level, Luhmann deconstructed the central semantic significance of the concept of the 'State' as a traditional ascription formula for the political system, from which was deduced the a simple equating of the 'market' with 'society'. Understanding, instead, the State as a system within the social system, permits us to retrace its differentiation 72 and to arrive at identifying the claims that underpin the (still contemporary) talk of 'State' and 'Society'. Because the aim of research and analysis thus ought to be to better understand newly emerging forms of social activity, inter alia as political (self-) government, skepticism should prevail vis-à-vis suggestions of a global constitutionalization where those are mere continuations of dreams for a 'private-law society' going global. Those dreamers can be advised to make themselves (re-)acquainted with debates they might hold outdated, e.g. on the relationship between governmental and private and economic power 73 , or concerning the tension between the rule-of-law and the social State 74 , as well as the debates carried on in connection with privatizations and the delegation of State powers of action to private actors with the objective of redefining the relationship between State and society. 75 Ultimately, the disputed issues in contemporary globalization debates appear as nothing less than 'basic questions of one's sense of the State'. 76 But, as should have become evident, the descriptive formula of 'State and society' does not impose itself for dealing with the regulatory relationships associated with globalization. For apart from the fact that beyond and above the nation State the political architecture has been seeking new foundations, 77 it is impossible to allocate the various actors on the global stage as well as the norms and rules set by them unambiguously to either a private or a public sphere. This demarcation of possibilities of action, hard to put into terms of categories, contains an unsuspected number of possibilities of differentiations and identifications. 78 Here, experience to date with the difficulties of keeping the law constantly open for new regulatory requirements ought to have sensitized us to rely on learning-capable experiments instead of programme-controlled implementation. 79 Thus, the law of the lex mercatoria could be understood as law of the economy organized in decentralized fashion, where this 'economy' cannot appropriately be described by national economic policy positions 'here' and the regulatory claims expressed in the transactions 'there'. It has instead to be assumed that both inextricably interpenetrate, just as can be perceived in national markets. Thus, instead of imploring the birth of a new, qualitatively different law, one ought rather to think of observing the manifold manifestations of transnational actors and their regulations from the viewpoint of a continually learning, proceduralized law, able to respond to the development of autonomy by forming standards for sub-areas, and appropriately sensitive contextual regulations. 
III. TRANSLATING CONCEPTIONS OF GOVERNANCE
In order to better assess the task of designing models of governance that are suitable to a decentralized world society, a short-circuiting of developments within and beyond the nation State is needed. At least three major developments can be identified on the level of nation States which meet with our observations of globalization: these developments can be seen as correlatives in shaping both the structure and our understanding of governance. The continuing fragmentation and diversification of legal and political regulatory areas, the privatization of State action and, finally, the pluralisation of contexts of societal self-organization characterize contemporary issues of political regulation, state intervention and governance -both public and private. Political action is no longer confined to the 'State': instead, social spheres crystallize out below and alongside formalized State action in various ways as 'contexts of disposition and decision' in which binding arrangements are arrived at for those concerned.
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Simultaneously, the opening up of the nation State towards international cooperation can be seen not only as prompting a loss of influence and souvereign powers but, rather, as a sign of the expansion and proliferation of agendas for political action. The range of tasks to be handled by international, transnational or supranational organizations and associations can be read as rephrasing the structural changes undergone by a exclusively hierarchically organized State towards a more cooperative, supervisory State, which can no longer be characterized with reference only to its institutional body, but with regard to the wide range of tasks it assumes. 83 This implies that issues of regulatory powers will continue to arise with the same urgency we have long been accustomed to in administrative science and theory of the State. 84 
1.
The Political Underpinnings of Lex Mercatoria There cannot of course be a one-to-one transfer of familiar legal principles to phenomena of transnational sovereignty and governance. 85 But, the globalization debate can be understood as a discourse on ways to legitimize political order in a world, where even its depiction as being made up 'open constitutional States' 86 reflects an increasing understanding of our world as a network of global communications. It is within this discourse that we repeatedly face fundamental questions of a constitutional political ordernot despite but because of ever new actors, instruments and arenas. 87 Although the emerging legal reality of global and transnational governance regimes and its protagonists cannot without further ado be displayed on the traditional map drawn up with traditional conceptions of politics and the market, 'State and society', 'public' and 'private' law, these conceptions continue to shape our contemporary efforts to design political order beyond the confines of the nation State. And the heritages of the Nation State can in fact be traced back into the heart of our fundamental legal understandings. On this field, an ubiquitous economic interpretation of globalization threatens to forcefully merge with a definite and reductionist private-law conception: both identify the private ordering mechanisms in transnational commerce as a noble reflection of societal self-government by embracing a matter-of-fact affirmation of lex mercatoria as the expression of private, autonomous, market-related power. This underlying conception of an ostensibly pure, private law, free from political intervention and influence, is directly derived, however, from a nineteenth-century perception of an alleged divide between an apolitical market society on one side and the State on the other. In this polar opposition, the State is ideologically portrayed as merely setting the framework conditions for economic exchange while supposedly being able to remain in firm distance from legitimacy claims and society's appropriation of political power. The true story of the State's systematic involvement in the market will be told -now historically -of having begun much later, usually connected with the rise of the Interventionist and Welfare State towards the end of the nineteenth century. 88 The diabolic thrust of this narrative, however, remains: the Interventionist State, while increasingly getting pulled into society's struggles over market power, cartels, employment and social security, 89 continues to be seen as a separate entity. This imagery continues to guide the interpretation and understanding of transnational phenomena, regardless of what we, by now, could have learned about the mutual involvement of public law and private law, which must in fact be seen as an irreversible historical experience. The distance of legal science from the domestic and international manifestations of the dissolving liberal order, associated with the theoretical and methodological victory of positivism in the late nineteenth century, favoured the fixation of dogmatic traditions which in their ideas moved increasingly further away from social reality. 90 in as it were pre-legal or supra-legal terms, primarily as marked by the structural principle of private autonomy, had, because of its Statecentredness and blindness to individual, private economic actors, very little to say about internationalizing economic relations. The regulation of private economic relations was thought of as being for each State in its own framework, while international economic law concerned States, not individuals. Positivism brought a one-sided orientation in international law towards foreign policy, while simultaneously confining private international law to a champ étatiste. Here, its national roots called into question its truly international claims, so that calling private international law 'international' eventually seemed inappropriate 91 . Little to no attention was paid to the social reality of private law, as it was only understood as the law of economic transactions among equal market participants. Instead, the free nature of private law was seen as 'given', as 'a matter of fact,' thereby (mis-)understood as an adequate description of its practice. This carefree liberal attitude thus remained domestically decisive in theoretical terms, while its correlative can easily be identified: international law took the individual for granted but excluded him from the legal order. Domestic Private Law and Public International Law pictured the individual as a self-sufficient and autonomous actor, paying, however, no heed to his concrete needs or claims. While positivism led to domestic private law shutting its eyes to a market reality characterized by cartels, monopolies and associations and social-welfare politics, a positivistically thinking public international law focussed on the political existence of sovereign nation States inspite of the abundant proliferation of transnational economic transactions among States and private parties. Just as border crossing economic relations were not taken as an occasion for self-reflection of international law, The paramountcy of the municipal over the international in private international law influenced very much the manner in which public policy goals are advanced and argued in private international law. Public policy goals could be advanced, but they had to be argued as domestic public policy.' 92 R. Wiethölter, Begriffs-oder Interessenjurisprudenz (supra note 62), 256 ff., also gives private international law a poor report card because in the area of border-crossing economic transactions it continues to be oriented to ward the formality of civil formal law, without taking account of the 'economic constitutional' dimension of economics, political control and political framework conditions ('political economy') in a mixed economy, for instance in relation to the hard-to-classify legal quality of multi-national enterprises, ibid., 258-260. Here Wiethölter, almost anticipating the in the light of the radicalization of private economic exchange transactions and the publification of private law by labour and social law and interventionist policy. Although the social foundations of these areas of law (private, labour, social law) were the same, the presumed boundaries between the disciplines were never seriously called into question.
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With labour, social and constitutional law understood (as is still the case 94 ) as mere emergency assistance programs to an otherwise intact private law, the hereby conveyed idea of private law had already moved far away from social reality. Private law thus acquired a presumably free status of purity and untouchability.
From this viewpoint, admittedly, positivism's own positivism can rightly be doubted, since the appeal to its lack of preconditions is nothing but a value-oriented shift in direction, the main objective of which consists in denying this very preliminary assumption 95 . This certainly meant missing the opportunity to take a fundamental challenge to legal science from 'social phenomena' as an opportunity for theoretical and practical self-criticism. 96 current debate on codes in the area of corporate governance, was already talking of the "multinationals' conduct codes". But whether these are really to be the decisive bearers of rights, makers of laws and actors in market society depends on how far the pressing questions of 'justice' in the new circumstances can still be raised: 'In nuce, it is the -old, and new -alternative between a 'private-law society' and a 'political society'' (ibid., 259). In private international law in the 21st century that is starting, the necessity continues to be recognised of taking these new actors in lawmaking into account; on this cf. A more useful approach, and more promising for the future, is probably how 'positive' law can at the same time be guaranteed to be 'right' law'. 96
The replacement of the term private law by economic law, with the aim of characterizing the overlaps and transformations arising between private law and public law, has not to date really managed to make headway.
Law's Speechlessness
The questions pressing in recent years, and now drastically urgent, of the treatment in public international law of non-State actors can be attributed to this starting position.
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The scandalization of human-rights violations perforating State frontiers and the universalization of human rights building thereon 98 , at first sight seems to raise fewer legal theoretical problems than a 'law of the international economy'. For the presumably better-known human rights and their codification in international treaty texts 99 can only briefly deceive one as to their abstractness vis-à-vis competing validity claims. However immediately obvious the principles of human dignity and private autonomy may always have seemed in liberal theory, we are nonetheless very far removed from a worldwide law of human rights or a global economic law. What does this mean for our conceptualization of the 'soft' law of transnational economic relations, and its rules and institutions? Against the horizon of the conceptual separation of 'State and society', the herefrom deduced body of 'private law' is from the outset denied any claim to carrying out public tasks. 100 Its 'de-statalization' and rebirth as lex mercatoria contains its proverbial privatization 101 . Within this private law, no room seems to be left for the carrying out of tasks for the common weal. This implies a continuation of the misunderstandings regarding formal private law 102 we described above. By seeing private law solely as the law of exchange between equally entitled, autonomous economic actors, notice is taken neither of its transformations by public law nor of its manifold materializations and politicizations. 103 To the degree that a connection between the Welfare State and private law actually is created, the image is painted of malformations and 'breaches' of a private law presumed to be originally healthy 104 -a state it might have been last in Kant's understanding. 105 It may be that this heritage places too heavy a burden on any attempt to construct an appropriately sensitive, learning-capable economic law which would have to provide answers to the eminent questions of international contract law 106 , tort 107 or company law 108 as well as for the legal riddles posed by cross border co-operation, e.g. in funding of development-policy infrastructure. 109 That we cannot domesticate and discipline these questions within the boundaries of "private law", "private international law" 
Methodological Biases
For private international law, the contractual agenda which accompanies border-crossing transactions implies a radical expansion of connection points for conflict of laws and specialized standards. "Neither the contractual consignment of X against a consignment of Y nor the incorporation of a firm in A or B and so forth but, for instance, the set up of a manufacturing plant in legal form X with gradual conversion of capital involvement, the partial supply of technical know-how, the training of management staff within the country, purchase commitments to be entered into and flanking safety agreements, State subsidies and international agreements -it is a series of programmes like this that define a global organization of ends and means in which all the interests involved, specifically because of their procedurally but not substantively fixed combination, each find their suum. Involved at the core are processes of transformation of contract programmes into organizational and procedural programmes."
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This shift in focus from bi-and even multilateral contractual relations to clusters, organizations and networks of interaction creates a link between a contract law understanding held in private international law and movements in (domestic and international) economic law. The readiness of private international law to approach complex border crossing commercial transactions and self-regulatory mechanisms of global legal entrepreneurs 113 is both challenge and promise. This implies first of all a necessity to clarify the relation of private international law to this ambiguously perceived body of transnational law. In methodological respects the distinction seems adequately clear, since PIL must by nature be concerned with bringing a legal dispute under a national legal system, while transnational economic law wishes to be the law of economic situations unfolding beyond the confines of national frontiers.
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One paradoxical problem with PIL is accordingly its qualifying link with national law, which in the event of a conflict of laws it at best seeks to balance out, but not to transcend in favour of a different, overall assessment. The emerging pressure on this conflict-of-laws approach can be seen in, for instance, complex contracts where the establishment of their supposed 'centre of gravity' would run counter to their very specificity as complex contractual relations.
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These movements take place against the background of a changed market reality due to structural shifts in industrial and post-industrial production with far-reaching implications for the instititional and legal design of the 112 Furthermore, the fading of neo-liberal faith in the nation State's provision of a stable framework for economic action and the "exhaustion of utopian energies" of the Welfare-State (Habermas) fuel the development of new alliances, networks and legal, social and political relations. 117 It appears thus that we make our observations of globalization and the associated changes in law always against the background of our specifically confined legal and political experiences. In normative terms this means that a discussion of specific governance phenomena 'beyond the nation State' 118 has to look beyond the specific challenges and self-descriptions of those active in this area in order not from the outset to cut itself off, by the weight of empiricism, from prospects of a more exact analysis of the ordering models and their functions as they are often portrayed.
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The recurring promise of transnational law as the autonomous (private) law of autonomous (world) citizens thus requires a comprehensive, overarching view of the regulatory requirements and conditions of law beyond the nation State. Only then can transnational law be more than mere market law, laid down by MNCs 120 without participation or input by those who have -in the context of lenghty and exhaustive national learning experiences -sought after a constitution for society through and with law. 
Governance by Contract
In this respect, obviously the vigorous private legal production 121 between international law and national economic law deserves special attention. Global contracts make the impossible possible: they themselves create their non-contractual pre-conditions. They do this by hierarchicalizing, temporalizing and externalizing. 122 The hierarchicalization is brought about by and from within the contract as the contract itself serves to lay down the law to be applied to it. Recourse to 'external law' no longer seems necessary. 123 As a consequence, the contract's law must contain two things that ought at first sight to be separated. First, the contract regulates an agreement on primary obligations, but secondly it must on this view also contain the law of secondary obligations and defects of performance. Its regulatory scope is thus enormous. The traditional defensive reaction would consist in casting doubt on this law-generating contractual practice because of its presumed incompleteness. How, for example, can the contracting parties think of all the necessary regulations that are to find application to a cessation of the basis for the transaction that both sides have to name and that has to be recognizable as such? Would this not presuppose the availability of a similar background of experience regarding the basis and limits of this legal institution, in order even to design the contract for such possibilities? The answer, however, is that it is no longer only the individual contract which is involved, or a complex, multi-polar contractual web and the rules contained in it. Instead, the transnationally practised law of contract continually produces norms that precipitate out in the arbitration rulings of the tribunals and in the list of organizations as a true 'secondary law'. Hereby, the law of contract is being brought into a lasting reflexive relationship to its law-making performance so far. This has direct effects another function of transnational contracts, the temporalization they bring about. This seems at first sight to be a characteristic familiar from long-term and relational contracts that by now are to be regarded as an established form of contract. 124 Yet there is an important distinction to be made. Within a relational contract what is involved is the 'shift from discrete to relational' that is, the shift in perspective from a one-off contractual exchange relationship towards a flexible, 'soft', even 'informal' arrangement in which the possibilities of 'adapting the contract' desired and claimed by the parties are suitable for making the boundaries between contract and society, between exchange and co-operation, vanish to the point of unrecognizability. 125 A lasting contractual relationship develops, out of its execution and realization, quasisocial qualities, thereby opening up a more or less flexible framework for adapting and shaping the contract through time. While the explanatory approaches in legal theory for these phenomena concentrate on 'informality' ,'non-contract' and 'trust' 126 , the temporalization idea meant here aims further. A common law of contract is in the process of emergence. A contract, by pointing to contracts of the past but also to future contracts as possible conflict solutions, including the available mutually competing general terms of business and the decisions of arbitration tribunals, means not just that the individual contract is a building block of transnational law, but that the latter is depicted within it. 127 The third function of contracts, externalization, ultimately comes about through the fixing and confirmation in the contract of the very institution that will, if necessary, monitor its implementation. The arbitral tribunal invoked here is first of all authorized by the contract. 128 This self-reflexivity leads to a divergence of an 'official' and a 'non-official' version of global law, since the arbitral, official control makes the law laid down in private autonomy unofficial. Arbitration law and private legislation (general terms of business) together form a system of decisions in which the hierarchicalization known from the contract is beginning to be repeated. 129 
5.
Traditionalists versus Transnationalists '...while one does have trust in practice, one checks it on the basis of one's own fundamental legal convictions.'
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Against this background, the occasional critizism of the debate about lex mercatoria as being too passionate cannot be sustained. 131 In fact, it cannot be passionate enough. A fateful misunderstanding threatens where the whole of transnational law is presented as a minus vis-à-vis fully codified nation State law. From the viewpoint of lex mercatoria this viewpoint from the outset misses lex mercatoria's special nature. This implies a whole range of difficulties in trying to assess the heavily prejudiced relationship between national and transnational law -both in doctrinal as in historical terms. 132 Apart from the usual reproaches towards transnational law regarding its sources and procedures, for lex mercatoria the point need not be a fully fledged codification, which were to repeat the juridification experiences of the nation State. Indeed, transnational law does not and cannot directly follow the path of the materialization experiences that so far have taken place in the nation State accompanying its development from the rule-of-law and the social and welfare State into a complex institutional cluster of multipolar and multi-level governance. Already, these very experiences, while opening up new, expanded interpretive perspectives, did not necessarily all lead to codifications. Such exceptions as the AGBG of 1977 (Act on General Terms and Conditions of Trade) can be seen to confirm the rule. The alleged deficient character of transnational law in comparison to nation State law could however be taken seriously in another way. With an eye to the learning experiences that mark nation-State law, the point might be to make use of these experiences to extend and further elaborate transnational law.
This law, being -in a primary and decisive respect -the law of the economic actors involved, will sooner or later inevitably be exposed to similar dynamics as have pushed forward our national law and legal consciousness. The lex mercatoria is then -just like civil formal law -'endangered' in its presumed autonomy by re-politicizations. But this is just where its opportunity lies. The political challenge for this law -conceived of as autonomous -need not necesssarily be understood as a mere reflection of 'society' organizing itself by and with the help of law, prompting the transformation and eventual hegemonization of formerly free actors and their institutions but, instead, as socialization of law in a comprehensive sense. No discussion of lex mercatoria can, then, refrain from confronting questions of international economic policy, international relations and the manifold forms of transnational social self-organization. Looking at private, contractual law-making, it would seem as if global contractual law almost naturally constitutes and constitutionalizes itself. Here, constitutional interpreters face a heavy task. For this law is extremely flexible, fixed in de-centralized fashion and still so close in its validity claims to its creator -the sovereign -that any even only cautiously teleological interpretation comes into conflict with the moods and unpleasantnesses of a constantly changing soft body of law.
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But here too, in a climate of numerous constituent assemblies, established, well-drilled transnational economic practices are undergoing juridification. Comprehensive selfregulatory organization in the separation-of-powers triad of 'private legislation, self-government and arbitral judiciary' will only too quickly become accustomed to being grown up. The regulatory claims and representation needs of economic, cultural and political systems -of both State and non-State nature -will increasingly test the stability of the emerging de-bordered legal system, and every step towards juridification will amplify the call for its completion. In this sense, re-politicization means a claim put forward from outside, but at the same time the point is to secure the self-generative basis for legitimation with an eye to the law as going on being made primarily by the economic actors involved themselves. Lex mercatoria then is law which is just as autonomous as it is endangered. Whether the autonomization process driven forward by current destatalization trends will ultimately succeed remains to be seen.
IV. THE GUIDING OF THEORY BY PRACTICE
'Jurisprudence working with modern problems is evidently compelled to develop theories that no longer -in line with their own academic tradition...-claim only the status of heuristic explanations of legal texts, but instead seek to deal with, assess and regulate social reality in a comprehensive sense...' 134 Accordingly, just as one's own premises and observational standpoints must be pondered, so in principle one must ask about the function of transnational law and explore the role of the actors that are its bearers. This implies at the minimum an interdisciplinary research agenda, and surely one that transgresses the noted rifts between public and private (law), thereby reaching beyond legal dogmatic confines. 135 Trying to recognize and to explore more exactly which concepts of law and society lex mercatoria is based on, opens the legal debate to insights from sociology, history and political science. In view of the multiplicity of State and social systems, contemporary inquiries regarding constitutionalization or the EU's expansion will inevitably raise further reaching questions. 136 More clearly: the study of transnational law cannot be separated from questions of the conditions and possibility of governance beyond the nation State. 137 The struggle within national legal systems with the specific and "tricky" 
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For this very reason a theoretical definition of transnational law is needed. That the definition problems, however, arise right from the outset, namely with the concept of "the transnational" itself, is readily recognized. Thus, studies on the practical and theoretical extent of globalization, if the difficulty in developing interdisciplinary 'research agendas' alone is considered, will continue to proliferate.
Transnational Law as a semi-autonomous System
The struggle to attack or defend lex mercatoria has so far received a great deal of attention. 140 In its special nature as 'natural jurisdiction of the international economy' 141 , commercial arbitration can be seen as the institutional crystallization of transnational economic law, awakening likewise opposed passion. The whole repertoire consisting of legal sources and procedural principles can by contrast just as easily be mobilized as it can be refuted with regard to lex mercatoria's claim to be autonomous. 142 If, however, attention is directed at the question what lex mercatoria in the best sense is to be autonomous of, then this leads us back much further. Instead, then, of comparing historically grown, dogmatically and institutionally established structures of legal production with the theory and praxis of transnational economic law, one ought to ask about the function and value of the law itself in its role for social self-organization. 143 The ensuing question of the intricate relationship between legality and legitimacy is aimed at reconstructing the conditions for the emergence of binding legal norms and the framework conditions in which validity is allotted to them. From this viewpoint, admittedly, it seems often to be a natural course to strive for a better understanding of the multiplicity of interaction and communication structures, since this is the only way an appropriate description of law in society can be hoped for. From this viewpoint even the formalized, nationally tested legal system no longer seems all-embracing and autonomous vis-à-vis other social complexes of norms. 144 Thus the debate over lex mercatoria is not simply an extension of what we are ordinarily accustomed to recognize as law. Instead it is about the social function of law against the background of a largely differentiated world of States and societies. 145 In this sense, too, the impression is more than apposite that it is 'ultimate questions of one's sense of the State' that are involved, only with the difference that the list of questions has been extended well beyond the conceptual horizon of the 'State'. Questions raised against the background of an unsatisfactorily defined framework, merely marked with and depicted by with the connotation of the 'State', cannot however be neither appropriately understood nor answered with the conceptual machinery oriented to the State. Whether, however, for this reason the reconstruction of legitimacy problems ought better to come under the semantic umbrella of 'society', or as market, civil or private-law society, has to be doubted. Not only would our use of the term society probably get stuck in the Stateoriented context of ideas that has marked our understanding of 'society' 146 , but even the turn towards the 'other pole' would ultimately mean nothing else but a continuation of this bi-polar structural description. The challenge to a legal theory interested in the legitimacy questions of a differentiated, pluralist society consists precisely in taking such effects into account, but doing so with an exact focus on the classificatory and regulatory problems that arise. That we cannot get away from descriptions of problems like market failure or policy failure by turning towards 'governance beyond the nation State' (M. Zürn) seems accordingly to be an unavoidable consequence. The 'non-political origin and character' of the lex mercatoria cannot prevent its repoliticization. 147 The forces proceeding from international economic policy competition are too strong for this to remain without consequences for transnational private economic law. 148 For the continuing, and continually re-radicalizing, north-south conflict, which can only inadequately be described by the buzzword of the 'new economic world order', the same is true. 
2.
Constitution or Constitutionalization?
'International arbitrators do seek to achieve just results within a legal framework, and that framework is by definition wider than the frontiers of any state.'
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The challenge from practice-led theoretical work to the phenomenon of transnational law accordingly consists primarily in casting light on this practice.
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Valuable advantages for this undertaking arise, for all the difficulty of it, already from the fact that there cannot be direct recourse to a (world) constitution. Thus, it appears appropriate instead to look for permanence of formation of a constitution in the sense of ongoing constitutionalization processes. 152 Various approaches are conceivable. 153 The search for precipitates of constitutional law in various sub-areas of 'ordinary' law 154 as it were illuminates the many points of contact and, still further, overlaps between basic constitutional approaches and standards with norms and institutions of ordinary law, admittedly pointing thereby to the need continually to justify both levels. Seen in this light, the advance recently made in the direction of legal theoretical systemization of basic features of international law 155 is aimed not just at the legitimation difficulties of State-centred international law that have emerged in an age of increasing activities of non-governmental organizations. 156 Central to the proposal to recast the conceptual design of global governance under the heading of 'legalization' is the definition of three decisive features of international legal institutions -obligation, precision, delegation. These features are supposed to lend international law precise outlines just where, because of the lack of enforceability, it is continually exposed to the harsh verdict of irrelevance. 157 If such contentious proceedings were extended by views on transnational economic law, sometimes neglected by international lawyers and IR scholars because of its presumed 'private' nature, this would constitute a first step in the direction of a better understanding of contemporary law and society. Between the poles of constitution and constitutionalization, then, one could bring about a 'short circuit' by emphasizing the procedural nature of every constitution under conditions of uncertainty. This would on the one hand expand the view of the constitutional document by a perception of its constant need for legal, political and social interpretation, without this being taken as a blot on the constitution. 158 On the other hand, however, constitutionalization would no longer be understood purely as the supplementation of a reductionist formal legal concept of rule-of-law by human-rights and environmental-protection concerns currently very popular in the WTO debate. Instead, the procedural nature of the constitution would have to be taken seriously as a challenge to a political practice continuing to make available, against the background of learning experiences of exhausted concepts of justice
